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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

This white paper will introduce the concept of Special Interest Groups and the importance of 
encouraging employees to bring their outside interests into the workplace. It will also look at the 
history of Special Interest Groups and provide an overview of popular Interest Group strategies. 
Finally, this paper will address how Special Interest Groups offer employees an opportunity to explore 
new ideas and their impact on workplace culture and retention. 

Special Interest Groups

A special interest group is a group of SMB employees who come together over a shared belief, goal, 
passion, or desire for change. Groups can vary in size depending on the area of interest. It’s common 
for a company to have many different SIGs that represent the various interests, cultures, and genders 
of the workplace. Some of the most successful SIGs have evolved into highly prosperous products.

SIGs are often working towards making changes that will benefit their demographic— whether that be 
the environment, gender-neutral washrooms, or a group dedicated to discussing race-based tensions 
in the workplace. 

Defining Special Interest Groups
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NOTES:
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THIS WHITEPAPER WILL PROVIDE A
FULL ROADMAP OF THE FOLLOWING:

An overview of the most popular special 
interest groups

The history of the development of special 
interest groups

Determining the need for special interest 
groups

Variables that impact your choice of special 
interest groups

Steps for implementing a special interest 
group

Case studies on the effective use of 
special interest groups
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OVERVIEW OF POPULAR
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

Google’s 80-20 Rule

Google’s 80-20 rule policy lets employees 
spend 80% of their time working and 20% 
investing in a side project. This innovative 
way of thinking has sealed Google’s 
reputation as one of the world’s most 
innovative companies. Gmail, Google Maps, 
Twitter, Slack, and Groupon all began as side 
projects.

And while most companies aren’t in the same 
enviable position as Google, even a young 
company can incorporate exciting and 
inspiring strategies that help uncover 
employee strengths and choice.

Hackathons: A popular initiative on company 
retreats, Hackathons involve dividing a 
company into 4 groups, giving them a week to 
come up with a concept and then develop and 
present it.
This approach builds camaraderie and 
creativity amongst team members and often 
gives rise to a new company product or 
system.  

Side projects: While developing side projects 
is always energizing for employees, results 
aren’t always realistic for SMB’s to 
incorporate into the workplace. A more 
achievable objective might be to call for an 
open pitch to create an Employee Resource 
Group.

Cross-functional collaboration: This strategy 

Uncover employee strengths and choice

fosters innovation and trust. The majority of 
employees say that side projects are 
game-changers. Not only do they facilitate 
inter-office connections, but they’re an 
opportunity for employees to show each other 
their various skill sets. 

Sheryl Sandberg’s “Lean In” Circles

Women can feel particularly alienated in the 
workplace. Facebook CEO and author Sheryl 
Sandberg’s “Lean In” circles allow women to 
gather and connect on important issues like 
workplace bias and other barriers. Any sized 
company can start a circle. And circles have the 
added benefit of encouraging women to develop 
and flex leadership muscles and join Lean in’s 
global network of 50,000 circles in over 184 
different countries. 

Allow women to connect

Not only does allowing employees to bring their outside interests into the workplace create 
community and foster a sense of belonging, but it can also spark entrepreneurial opportunities. The 
first step is to hold an open meeting to identify employees' various passions and interests. Popular 
strategies include:

Everis Foundation

The Everis Foundation lets employees explore 
initiatives without having to leave the company. 
Their website squarely lists its employees as the 
company’s most valuable resource. Nurturing the 
passions and outside interests of their employees 
is a given for Everis because the success of the 
company relies on the health and well-being of its 
people. 

Exerelia, a company that specializes in the design, 
implementation, and management of integral and 
technological solutions in the field of energy 
efficiency, is just one example of this company’s 
forward-thinking and inclusive approach to 
fostering workplace interests. 

Let employees explore initiatives



Shared Goal or Purpose 
Employees come together when they have a shared goal or purpose. Giving employees the freedom, 
space, and resources to explore and apply their myriad identities and interests at work can give rise to 
innovative ideas. On top of that, it can lead to profitable fresh initiatives or business ventures. It’s a 
win-win approach that the contemporary workplace demands. 

Creating a Diverse and Inclusive Workplace 
Employee Resource Groups (SRG’s) are becoming increasingly popular. These employee-led groups 
aim to create a workplace that’s both diverse and inclusive. These voluntary groups’ benefits are 
multifold: they support personal and career development and—perhaps most importantly— produce a 
safe space for employees to be their authentic selves. 

Investing In All-round Development Is Key to a Successful Workplace 
The most important asset to an SMB is the people and their all-round development. Professional 
performance thrives and peaks when employees are given responsible freedom and report a sense of 
belonging. 

Belonging fosters a feeling of psychological safety and greatly enhances performance. Supportive 
environments are even said to trigger different brain responses and fuel enhanced collaboration and 
problem-solving. In our new collaborative economy, this new way of thinking is non-negotiable. 

SIGs also help create fairness among employees and pave the way for meaningful change. For example, 
an “Engaged Thinking” SIG looks at how the flawed assumptions endemic in an organization can cause 
a toxic workplace. SIG’s also offer an opportunity to explore new ideas— which empowers employees 
and improves workplace culture.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF YOUR
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

NOTES:



Low Levels of Performance In The Workplace
Management can see that employees are smart, creative, and good at their jobs—but still not 
fully engaged. And management doesn’t have a solution. 
 
A Company That Has Grown Quickly But Is Fractured
A company may be fiscally thriving, but employees are working in silos and have grown apart. 
This is a dangerous sign that staff is feeling isolated and unseen by managers or co-workers. Low 
levels of dissatisfaction can snowball and prompt an employee to leave the company searching 
for a more inclusive environment.
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DETERMINING THE NEED FOR A
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP

There are myriad signs that a workplace is in need of a SIG program.

NOTES:



With these points in mind, how can we ensure that your choice of special interest groups  offers a 
substantial ROI?
 
A classic calculation of ROI simply compares the original investment with the return on investment. 
Equations vary by industry. Six Sigma’s formula for determining ROI is based on the dollar-to-value 
rate of efficiency increases. It is calculated as follows:
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT

ROI = [Net Return on Investment / Cost of Investment] x 100

Companies and organizations have to merge to work together on mutual interests. 

By giving employees the freedom to explore their multiple identities and interests, employers will see 
a boost in innovative ideas.

Encouraging SIG’s results in profitable new initiatives and business opportunities for SMB in the 
following ways:

An engaged employee who feels connected to their company can help design new products 
and services and distribute them.

Forming SIGs can help facilitate overdue agenda-setting in a workplace. For example, by 
promoting diversity and inclusivity and banning a toxic workplace, companies see a boost in 
engagement and higher retention rates. 

Interest groups can benefit workers that they represent and effect change.
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INVESTMENT

Investment
Cultivating Curiosity
Management has to notice a lack of engagement and make an exerted effort to learn more about the 
outside interests of employees.

Loss of Productivity 
Management needs to put SIGs on the company agenda and find the time and space to devote to 
listening and learning. Employees will need to be granted the time to draw up a business plan for 
possible SIGs. Management has to listen to multiple initiatives and then choose the strongest.

Coaching 
Management will need to Invest in coaching sessions to help with the development process.

Openness to New Ideas
SMB owners have to remain open to differing perspectives about what’s important and ensure that 
all employees feel they can safely express themselves.

Potential Loss of Focus
By putting energy into a new initiative, employees risk losing focus on their everyday responsibilities.



Lack of Enthusiasm
While many employees were showing high competency on the job, managers noticed a level of 
enthusiasm missing that kept them from excelling in all areas. At the same time, employers noticed 
their employees had rich lives and hobbies outside of work that they knew little about.

The Concept of Connection Has Changed
Historically, our connection to others was based on “sameness.” But over the years, these connections 
have evolved to shared interests or common goals. SMB owners realized that keeping work and 
personal life completely separate was having a negative impact on engagement and job satisfaction. 
Part of the problem was that employees weren’t united in a common goal. 

Rise of the Concept of Work-life Balance
As a focus on work-life balance replaced the historical “punch the clock” approach to the workforce, 
employees began to understand the connection between an employee's individual goals and interests 
and job performance and retention. 

They also understood the importance of peer-recognition of a person’s outside interests within an 
office community. This inspired progressive work-culture-inspired businesses to think about their 
employees differently. 
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BACKGROUND

Over the last few decades, companies have noticed increasingly less engaged employees in the 
workplace, including:

NOTES:



A Wide Range of Interests
Employers will have to consider the number of 
different interests that exist in one workplace 
and find a way to bring them all together.

Size of a Company
Company size impacts how many SIG’s a 
business can realistically invest in.
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VARIABLES

Determining which special interest group  is right for your organization can be difficult considering the 
scope and reach. There are a few key variables that can simplify the process.

Type of Industry 
The type of industry will have an impact on the 
style and scope of a company’s SIGs. 
 
Success of Company 
The overall success of a company dictates the 
resources they have to develop and support 
initiatives.

NOTES:
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PROCESS

How to Determine the Right Special Interest Group
At Proxxy, we use a process to determine the right special interest groups for our clients. Our 
methodology revolves around gaining a comprehensive understanding of your organization through 
assessment, goal setting, SIG selection, and implementation.

Quick Overview:
Phase 1: Culture Assessment
Surveys/focus groups/brainstorming sessions.  

Phase 2: Work On Existing Systems 
Align systems with the new SIG mandate.

Phase 3: Leadership And Business Initiative Development.
Programs/communications/coaching to develop initiatives.

Phase 5: Full ROI
Measure data as it comes available. 

Phase 6: Set Career Departmental Goals. 

Phase 7: Promote Goals of the Organization.



Case Study 1:  Dana’s story 

Dana works at the Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank in the United Arab Emirates. She and several other female 
employees came together with the common goal of wanting to help other women at the bank. 
Specifically, they saw a need among their divorced clients. 

These women needed to open accounts in their children’s names without requiring their husbands’ 
signatures— as required under Islamic law. Once the need was identified, the company managers 
consulted with the Shari’a board, and after consultations, the Banun account was created.   

The Banun account offered a solution for the target group: in this case, divorced female clients. 

The account allowed the women to move their own funds into accounts for their kids. At the same 
time, they continued to abide by both Islamic law and the laws of the country. The Banun account was 
made possible through the combined passions of employees, clients, and managers. 
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EXAMPLES &
CASE STUDIES

Companies that implement the right special interest groups support their employees’ development 
and produce a safe space for employees to be themselves. 
 
Let’s take a look at a few real-world examples of companies that found success by implementing the 
right special interest groups!

NOTES:
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GETTING STARTED

Getting Started
The most successful SIGs start from a place of inquisitiveness and discovery on the part of 
management. Set up a time and place for a brainstorming session, and welcome all employees to come 
with their ideas. 
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